Cross Hills Lifetime Labels, Ties and Stakes
339 Rangiwahia Rd, R D 54 Kimbolton 4774
We’ve previously offered embossed characters on our labels, after 20 years of good service our Italian made machine has kicked
the bucket. It has proven very hard to find a suitable replacement embosser. We will sell our blank labels giving you the
opportunity to write your own information on both sides using a durable CRC Paint Marker Pen.

BLANK LABEL PRICE LIST

Lifetime Label with Eyelet No Tie

Neat and practical. Just slip label on to
the coiled end, squeeze closed with
pliers and push into soil to the
required depth. Ideally suited to
young or small plants, perennials etc.

Label is tied to the branch with a
300mm length copper wire encased in
a black UV-resistant PVC coating. The
wire is simply twisted around itself, to
form a large loop on the branch. Label
size: 25mm wide X 114mm long.
Lifetime Label
with eyelet and
UV-Proof Wire Tie

Stainless Steel Plain Stake
length 650mm $1.80 each
PLUS Lifetime Label
with Eyelet No Wire Tie $ .70 each

$1.00 each

The label is fixed to large trees with a
300mm copper wire encased in PVC
staple which is inserted into drilled
holes. Wind or birds etc. cannot
remove the label once the wire has
callused into the tree. The wire will
not harm the tree.
Lifetime Label and
UV-Proof Wire Staple

Child-proof footed stakes are set in
place by pushing into soil with a
spade, withdraw the spade and the
high tensile steel foot will spread open
to anchor the stake. Will not corrode.
Stainless Steel Footed Stake
length 650mm $2.40 each
PLUS Lifetime Label
with Eyelet No Wire Tie $ .70 each

$1.00 each

CRC Permanent Paint Marker Black $6.00 each

$ .70 each

CRC MARKERPEN Shake well before use (with cap on).
Press the tip until the paint flows then reduce pressure to write
on the label. Allow a few seconds for paint to dry before
touching. Replace cap firmly after use. Use in an aerated area.

Order by email: margaret@crosshills.co.nz OR by phone 0800 746 367
Cross Hills bank details will be emailed to you on receipt or your order - OR phone your credit card details through.
Please supply the following information :
Quantity

All prices include G.S.T.

Price

Total

Name

CRC Markerpen

$6.00

BLANK labels

$ .70

BLANK label with Tie

$1.00

BLANK label with Staple

$1.00

Plain stakes

$1.80

Phone

Footed stakes

$2.40

Email

Address

Postal Code

Total Price plus Postage
Postage for Labels and Ties $4.50 plus $3.70 Rural Charge if applicable. Postage for orders including Stakes from $9.00

